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This study used aefive-step procedure to establish
and validate the essential competencies in computer literacy for
elementary and secondary school (grades K-12) science teachers. This
procedure produced a concise list of 24 competencies that are not
only representative of the broad field of literacy skills,
but also are considered to be essential fox sclence teachers. These
competencties fall into the categories of: computer awareness;
applications of_ microcomputers in science education; implementing
microcomputers in science teething; seleCtion and evaluation of
software; and resources for educational computing'. (Computer
programming, the history of computing,

The
compgters and society were

not Xated as essential competencies.) The 24 competencies will be
usedito develop: (1) a test for measuring the computer literacy of
science teachers; and (2) a curriculum for training science teachers
to use the computer. The test and the curriculum will be used by both
preservice and inservice science teachers to successfully implement .

educational computing. Tables showing factors for essential computer
literacy competencies and providing descriptive statistics for 24
essential and 21 secondary competencies are included. (Author/JN)
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'
D ELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF

ESSENTIA 'COMPUTER LITERACY COMP1ETENCIES
FOWJCIENCE TEACHERS *'

S

ABSTRACT

. !

This study used a. five-step prOcequre to establish and
validate-the essential competenciet irutoMputer literacy for
science teacherS (K-12)-. That rigorotis:,Proceduee produced a
conctse list of 24 competencies ;that tar'e.not only representa-
tive of the broad field 'Computer, ,11ter-itcy ski Ms, but
that also have been condensed to those CPtiipetencies7tpat are
essential for science teachersiz\

Tile essential competehcies in computer 'literacy reported in
this study will be used to develop 'a) a :test for measuring
the computer literacy of science teachers, and to). a curricu-
lum for tratning science teachers ,to ute the 'computer. The
test and curriculum will,be used by both preservice and
inservice science teachers to successfully implement educa-
tional computing.

Project ENLIST Micros will Encour'age Literacy,of Science Teachers in the

use o i rocamputers by developing models and mAterials for training science

teac ,to use 'the cdinptiter in the classrooM. This study reports on the

t and validation.of eSsential competenciesproject's first phase: the develo

in computer literady fgr science teachers
a

BACKGROUND
.r $

4.The sector of our society, devoted to information technology has grown

rapidly since World War II. Informatioh-ba$ed in4ustry now accounts for more

than 50% of the labor force and more than 50% Qf the Gross NAtional Product

(Molnar, 1981). Knowledge is becoming the principle resource of our nation and

the World. As society changes from an industrial base to an, information base,

the skills and knowledge necessary to funCtion in society apt o change. That

.' fundamental shift has direct implicatidns for educatiori (Ellis, 1984)-

I
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,In the industriil era, the purpose of public schooling -was. to teach those
.

skillsreading and writing'necessary for,people to function ip.an industnial

society. Possession of information was of paramount importance and libraries

)f 1 ouri h e d . .8at what does it mean to be literate in an . information society?

Libraries have difficulty collpcting and maintaining even a smAll part of the

world's knowledge. Possession:of information seems'no longer par.!ilnount; ratheri.,

access to and use of information tecomes critically important (Hade, 1982):

Thus, the purpose of public schooling shifts from.the basics of. teading and

writing to teaching the basics of accessing and asing information.

With the khenomenal growth of information, the computer has become-an essen-

ti al tool for organi.zing and ccessirrg tai, information. JuSt as the engine was

the important machiv for 'the industrial` er.a, the computer hos become the

crucial machine for the information. Ira. Rarely a day goes by without indirect

or direct contact with a computer. The NSF, paint- out ithat "as tpbe,computer

becomes a part of the home, 'school, and qusiness landscape, people. will need to

,know how to make fntelli-g-ent, productive, and creative use of it" (,NSF, .1979 p.

23). Computer literacy is rapidly becoming one,of th3 basic skills required for
4

full participation in the- 'emerging information society. If educators fail tO'-

address the issue of computer 'literacy". a new class of disadvantaged learners.

may emerge, "those who lack the skills to exploit microelectronic informatilon

resources and synthesize the findings" (Hurd, 1982 p. 11). ,

Public education must ensure computer literScy for all citizens. The prox-

ess appears well underway, if one judges from the growing numbers of micro-
,

0

Computers that can be fouvd in the schools. A Rand Corporation report

r
(1984) cidtumented a 2i0% gain in microcomputer units in schools between 1980 4n14-

-1982.increasing frWirli some 30,00Q machines to 190,000.* :However, this translates.

to less than one for every chool, one for every 20 classrooms, or one for every

ti
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420 students (Ran', 1984). Yet the acquisition of machines bIf schools is
increasing.., Anderson(1983) reported that'll', the growth rats continues 85%

of sch6p1s. would be use in 1983, The growing numbers -of microcomputers in

schoolC it a mixed blessing compounded by the lack of teacilters trained to use

them appropriately in-the classrooms. Gary Watts (1984, 5), speak-ng for the

National equcation Association, has argudd: *

c,pniputers ikre to make a po-sitive and lasting contribution to
ilearnihg then reacher$ must be full partners in the computeri,zation of

',ournation s classrooms.

However, Okek (1984, p. 14) recently pointed out "Most teachers in-bur schools,

including science and mathematics teachers, have few computing skills."
Science teachers 'must be computer literate to use the microcomputer as an

instructional tool, to introduce, students to using the microcomputer to solve

problems in science, to facilitate the development!) of computer literacy by

Students, to use the microcomputer as aitool to increase the efficiency of ,

management of- instruction, and to develop and exhibit positive attitudes and

values toward computer use. Therefore,' if we are to succeed inttraining

studentKor the information age, We must train science .treachers to use'

computers effectively in their teaching.' Science teachers must learn to use the
I

4

computer in instruction, just as they Lave leartled Ato use textbooks, films,

television, and the overhead projector. However, as Watson (1983) has pointed

out, few science teachers have been trained in how to use the Computer for

iinstructional -purposes or participated in instruction using a computer.

Although some teacher education programs may help science teachers learn about

the computer, all teacherneducators face difficult decisions as they attempt to

decide, for examille,ewhether teachers should. be familiar with computer

-4simulations' or be able- to design simulatiohst. That ts, should 'science --teachers

merely know there to obtain computer software or should they know how to improve
1
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inadequate software?1! 0I5,1 1984, p. 270). What are the essential competencies,
in compUter literacy for scienceeachers? Furthermore, what might constitute a

curriculum for training science teachets to use the computer in the classroom? -

The,problem of selecting objectives for a computer 1.i.teracy curri(Ajum is

4 4N,

the same as deciding on objectives Qv- goals for any curicikum. Curriculum-
.

development is a well-estabiished, discipline within-the educational enterprise.

The process of curriculum develophient begins with the specification of program
*.

goals abd the identiffcation.of program objectives and includes the research and

application 'of relevant literature. The complete process, as developed and

foft.owed by the Bioldgical Science Curriculum Study, has 'been described in

, detail by Mayer (BSCS, 1976).
Ne

PROBLEM

From what has already been stated,-one.goal of science feacher preparation.

s clear: science teachers must be taught hew to use the computer in their

,*teaching. They must become computer,literate. But what constitutes computer

literacy for science teachers? What are the program objectives (i.e. compe-.

ten.cies) for a curriculum that would train teach'ei's how to use the microcomputer

in the'classroom?

There is little consensus among educators' about the deflnition of computer
1.

litoracy. Perhaps computer literacy is different for studehts,.computer prof es-
k.:

sionals, amd educators. Is computer literacy the same for a science teacher as

it is for other teachers? The purpose of this d 'was to determine the'essen-

tial competencies.. in computer literacy for scienc teachers. Once determined,

they could then be used ro'estiblish'objectives for and to ssist in the design

of an appropriate cdmputer literacy curricuAm for science teachers.
4

k )
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PROCEDURE AND rINDINGS

1

A five-step Process was used to determine the essentiaLcomputerlfteracy
:.)

competencies for science teacKeVs. The goal of this process was to derive a

1 ist of competrerwies that has val idi ty and .that is parsimonious. The validity

of the competencies was established by ensuring that, all potenti.ally important
;competencies were conside'r'ed (steps one and two) and-by conduct,ing a pridrttiza-

Hon by individuals involy4d in implementing microcomputers in science teaching--

science teachers, principals, and experts in educational computing in the

sciences(step three)-. The identifJcation of a parsimonious,list of compe-

tencies was achieved by condensing the final list of competencies to those that

were rated important (step four). To condense the list of.comp4tencies further,

a factor' analysis proceduee was used to reduce the essential competencies to a

few scales that explain the, computer literacy requirements for a science teacher

(step five). Those scales will be used to devielop a mastery test and five

ins.tr*uctional modules o'n\computer literacy for science teachers.

sgtep One: Assembling the Pool of Competencies

The authors conducted an extensive.literature review-r-along with input from

science and .computer educators, to deve\ldp a comp ehenSive'l.ist of eligible_
competencies. - A Dialog search of the ERIC data base y elded 26 articles dealing

with computer literacy and science educatiOri. Additional manual searches were

conducted of the proceedings ofs'all4 National Educational Computing Conferences

and Association for. Educational Data Systems conventions, all issues of the

Journal of tomputers in Mathematics and *Science Teaching, and vhious state

documents listing computer literacy competencies. In addition, 10 science



educators and computer -educators were asked to submit a personal list of

computer literaty competency es for teachers: The competenciesidenti-

t4041ktfled through erature review'andif omputer experts were combined

into a comprehensive list Containing 1 ements.

Step Two: Analysis Via qualitativ.e Procedures

Two qualitdtive procedures loe used to condense the list of 160 eligible_

competencies. There was considerable overlap among the 160 competencies; as a

result, they were consolidated into a list of 58 competencies that,were believed

by the pi-oject staff to account for all, of the Wormation contained in the

larger list. Original wording of the competency statements was used whenever

possible.

A second procedure was used to verify that the consolidated list of 58

competencies accounted for all the information contained in the original list.

FiVe computer experts and science educators compared the consolidated list with

,O -r-tne original ist. Through that process two of the statementslon,the consoli-

dated _list were combined.into one and six more were added from the origifal list. ,

For each competency on the final list of 63, a majority of the reviewers agreed

that the competency represented information in the larger lisrand that no other

competencies were needed. Thus, the reviewers-and the pr'oject staff believed

the new list of 63 competepcies represe ed the comprehensive field of computer
4101,

t

literacy for science teachers.

4
,

Step Three: ,The Prioritization of the Competencies

The third step was to prioritize the competencies by conducting a survey of

three groups involved in implementing educational computing in science teaching -

science teachers, school administrators, and experts in educational compuhing,
14

P
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and-science education The 46 experts were identified ,through a s-earch of the

literature; those experts represented project directors, Authors, an consult-

'ants in educational computing. Qne hundred and forty-six secondary science

teachers and 65 elementary principals responded to the survey. Tahle.1 lists

,
.

the mean or percentage for descriptiveyvariables for each group.
,..

The re

f)

pondents were asked to.rate each competency on the level of 4-mp6r2

tance us ng a five point Likert-type scale ranging from very important to.very
,

.

,.1.

unimportant: Descriptive statistics, were Calculated for each competency Ar
/

each group and the combined groups.. Table 2 lists the competencies in

descending order for the percentage of combinqd respondents- that indicated that
4

the competency was either- important or very important. The mean and standard

deviationfpre also provided for each competency for each group and the combined

groups. The maximum.value for a competency is four and the minimum is zero__

corresponding to very important and not very important respectively. A one-way .

an'alysis of variance was performed for each competency using the groups as the

independent variable.
4

.Since there is considerable disagreement in the literature over the impor-

tance.of specIfic competencies such as programming, we anticipated that signifi-
1

a

cant differences would be found among teachers, administrators, and experts for

many of the competencies. Surprisingly, only eight dut of the 63 competencies

were rated significantly different (p <.01) by the groups (Table 2). The high

,consensus on 87% of the competencies strengthens Claims that the 63 competencies

are valid indidators of the skills science teachers need to use microcomputers

successfully in the classroom.

.
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Step Four: Reduction to Essential Competencies

For, aliompetency to be selected'as essenti"al, 7'5% or more of the

respondents had to indlcaf4Jthat it was either important or very important. The

criterion of 75%4 was selected because it 'represented a high consensus for the,

importance of the .competency. ,The reason for setting t at that high level was

to reduce the competencies to those most essential for successful use'of micro-

'computers in the sc, ence classroom. Twenty-four competencies met that -cr'i'terion

and are the primary-goals for the ENLIST Micros curriculum.

However" another 21 competencies were also ranked a'S ,important by _4
At

majority of the respondents and have become secondary goals. Three criteria

were used to determine the set of secondary goals: the competency must have

less than 75% of the respondents rating it,as important or very important, the

competency must hav greater than 50% of the respondents rating it as important

or very important, and the competency must have a mean for all respondents

greater than 2.50 (midway between neutral and important) . The secondary 'goals

may be.used to guide the deyelopment of eptipnalfrichment and remediation

instructional materials. However, the determination of mastery of the

competencies by science teachers will be based solely on, the 24 essential

competencies.' The remaining 18 competencies that were riot selected as primary

or secondary goals were eliminated. because of time cons raints; the time allowed

for 'the mastery of the curriculum is 15 hours.

The essential competenc4es will be explained more completely in step five.

However, itis worthwhile t6 examine the competencies that were not ranked

important by more than 7% of the respondents. Included in the 18 low-rated

competencies we're items that c41 be logically grouped into two categories:

competencies that are traditionallyincludedinlrtroduCtory courses on corliputer

science and competencies .that apply to educational computing, but are .not

0

ti

4:11'..;.-:.':,'(' '
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r040 red for initial implementation. Eleven low-rated competencies (32, 60, 36,

59, 31, 54, 50, 58, 57, and 20) address .topics commonly taught in computer

iteracy courses for students and teachers: computer programming, the nomen-
,

clature of computing, the components and functions of a computer system, the

impact of computers on socciety, and the history of computing. Seven other

low-rated comtencies (7, 5, 51, 0, 41, 48, and 63) address knowledge and

skills of educational computing that are not required to use microcdmputers

initially in the classroom, but that might be important to a teacher who wants-

to specialize in educational computing: knowledge of componen s of educational

computing system, knOw.14-dge of p edures and aides to design instructional,

software, and effects of computer use on education, schools, and students.

Especially interesting is the discrepancy-in ratings by the different

groups of several competencies not ranked as essential. Items 7, 5, 51, 16, 41,

and 57-Trell with more advanced skills and knowledge in educational computing;,

,these statements were ranked lower by teachers than by the experts and
----i

principals. Analysis of variance revealed a significant difference (p < :01)

between groups for item 5, which addresses the e-effects of computer use on

student learning; only in the case of teachers did fewer than 50% of the

respondents irt a group rate that objective as less than important. Perhaps

concerns about student learning with computers and concerns about sophisticated

knowledge and skills of educlitional computing deyelop with prolonged involvement

with computers.

The Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) of educational change, originally
f

conceptuaiized by Fuller (1969), has found that concerns about consequences are

initially low and concerns about management ire _initially high when a teacher

first implements an innovation. With prolonged use of an innovation, .concerns

about consequences and refinement of use gradually predominate among teachers.
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41,4

10

Often three to five years pass before consequences emerge as the greatest

concern; perhaps the teachers. responding to the survey have been using

microcomputers in the classroom for only a few years, because educational

,,computing is a recent innovation. Therefore, even though some items are -ranked

as not important by most teachers, those items should be included, in the

trainOpg materials if the experts rate them highly. The experts may reflect'

concerns that teNhers might exhibit after'prolonged'4eof the microcomputer.

Because some of the co etencies not selected as-esSential. maybe appropri-

ai-e for sciencetteachers.that are experienced users of microcomptiters, closer

examination of the competencies categorized as secondary goals and in some cases

as 16W-rated also is* warranted. Seven competencies ranked lower by teachers are

important to more experienced users of educational computers. Items 56,.14, 62,

and 6 focus on hoW to pr'omote learning with computers and how to improve problem-

. solving skills. The other three items (45, 33, and 9) are skills that a teacher

who is a school leader would need to facilitate the use of co ,by other

teachers. .111.6se seven Competkncies. may be included in the ENLIST Micros curricu-
, 4

lum; however, if included, those competencies will be opponal, becausR they are

unnecessary for the. itiil implementation of educational computing 'and may.

distract teachers Ao_ re unfamiliar witOusing microcomputers in the classroom.

Be ause those competencies may be important to more advanced users; they may be

addressed in the curriculum as teachers develop those higher levels of concerns.

Step Fives! Determination of Factor Scales.

Factor analysts was.used,to "uncover, the independent sources of-data varia-

tion" (Rummel, 1970, p.16). The dimensions disclosed by the Factor analysis can

be interpreted as measures of the amount of orilered or patterned variation in

the responses to the competencies.- The factor analysis Application used for

12 '. 0-
k-
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.

this study was 'the exp166tion ano(_detection of patterning of variables with a
'N.,

, view to discovery of new concepts add a possible reduction of data" (Nie, et

o

al., 1975, p. 469).
t X.I *

A
-Prior .to completing the des6-iptivp analysis, We assumed thatAa separate

factor analysis. would be performed for each group; the compaYsison of those

separate, analyses would describe 'the similarity of the groups. However, becabse
,

responses to .only eight of the 'competendes (four. out 'of the 24 essential

comWenc-44) "differed significantly between groups -'(Table 2), we decided that

there was too little difference between the 'groups for the competencies to

46--rant separate analyses? therefore, ell groups were combined for the factor

analysis.

The factor Analysis was conducted using the 24 essential- competencieS that

are the-primary goals of tiLe curriculum and the only ones used to' determine

mastery. There were 2 ses And 24 variables 'used-in the analysis. R-factor

analysis, in which the ,relation matrix represents correlations) between

variables, was used as the method of adalysis. Priricipal factor iteration,

Available with SPSSx, (SPSS, 1083) was used as the method to extract the, initial
.

factors for the Unrotated matrix. At present' this is the most widely accepted

factoring method (Nie, et al., 1975, p. 480). The initial-factor matrix was

used to decide the number of factors that would be Petained forithe subsequent

analysis. A minimum eigenvdlue of 1.4 was used as the criterion for rejecting

factors. Eight- factors were thus /derived
that explained 41.9% of the variance

among the 24 competencies.

t The last step was to rotate the factor, matrix to a terminal solution; the

varimaxmethod of rotation was used to simplify the structure of the actor

matrix. . The resulting orthogonal factors had high loadings for the feAiest

variables for each factor, thus simplifying4khe. interpretatiort... A minimum
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factor loading of .3 was used as a meaningful fievel.of contribution of a

variable to a'factor to warrant including the variable in the factor.

Table 3 presents the eight factors derived for the factor analy5it. TWo

variables' did not load on any factor at a-level greater than .30-(iteth 10 arid

-74

item 55). We propose that,factors;3 and 8 can- be combined for:a module on
0 (-

'Implementing Microcomputers in Science Teaching, factors 2 and 7 can be combined

for a morelsgeneral module on Applications.tif Microcomputers in Science Educa-

tion, apd factors 1 and 6 can be Combined for a general module.on Conputer

Awareness. Factor 4 could becOme the basii0for a module on Selection and

Evaluation of Computer Software. Factor 5 focuses on general attitudes about

Educational computing and will be infused into all modules.

Prior to the data analysis.; we established tentative categories for five
A

teacher training modules. This was based on a preliminary: sample of-the...total

data and was done descriptively rather than-statisticalty because of the small

sample size. The a priori titles were: Computer Awareness, Educational Uses of

the Microcomputer, Integration bf the Microcomputer into Instruction, Evaluation

of Software, and Resources. in Educational Computing. The titles were also

reflective of our belief that modbles on these areas should"constaute the

/-essential knowledge that science teachers should, know In order to use the

computer effectively irCthe claslroom.

What is especially interesting is the degree to whic5 the' factors derived
\

from the factor analysis correspond with the titles for the five modules, for

ENLIST Micros tentatively set prior to the analysis. To a major extent, the

# differences are in title only, but do reflect a refinement only possible through

factor analysis. The. Computer Awareriess mo ule remains intact (factors 1 and 6).

The former educational uses module is now r placed by the applications module

(factors, 2 and 7). The in6gratiOn into instruction module is now replaced by

14



,t
the module titleci ,implementing Microcomters,in Science Teachin. (..fators 3 and

a).. The Evaluationpof Software module has been explbded to in lu selection:6f\..,. <

software In the newly titled module, Selection and Evaluation'of Software

(factor 4) .

Only one module, Resources in Educational Computing, tentatively identified

pridr to the study was not indicattd, by the analysis. However, item 49, which

dealt --with sources of information about, computer u s --fin edDcation was ranked

important by more than' 65% of all respondents. In addiO the mean response

to item 49 for the principals was 2.89-'as compared to 58 for teachers.

Perhaps concern about resources develops over long periods a time as the

concern about refining and improing the use af microcomputers incr ses. It is

posSible that the teachers responding tYthe survey were more concern about

management of,educatio61 computing, 'but later may become more interest d in
+OP

resources. Therefore, we will provide an optional moduli that emphasizes

resources on edustional computing.

The close corragisiondence between the derived factors and factors hypothe-

sized a priori as tentative, titl es for modules further supports to the validity

of the identified essentials. competencies in computer literacy .

. 4

DISCUSSION

Limitations

There are several limitations to this study. First, the fine -Step process

for prioritizing the competencies may be flawed. Although the research of the

literature was thorough, it is always possible that not all potential compe-

te were identified. Furthermore, 'a microcomputers gain a foothold in

ertieon, we can expect a change in the competencies_ In the future, new

15



competencies may be added based on discoveries of teachers; experts, and adminis-
---)*

trators who are implementing thb use of microcomOiters in the schools. Second,

the.tompetencies could have been interpreted differently- by the Tlibjects or,

becawse -the 4rig
,

1 wording of the' competencies was retained, some of the

Competencits may be too. gerieral to guide the specification of objectives for the,

curriculum, Such misinterpretation§ could result in wide variationsin .how a

particular item is scored. Third, theesamplOcsizes for experts and principals
.

was small and -there was no attempt to cotegorize the teachers into rural or

suburban, or by particular science field or grade level. Therefore, we caution

Jgainst generalizing the results to 011 principals,. all computer and science

education experts, and to all teachers of sconce (K-12), The goal was not to

generalize the results to all-science teachers, but rather to identiff, a set of

science and Computer' educators, adminlstra'tors, and science teachers

ci enCly experienced in ethitational computing. to val ici4te essential competencies;
4.

that goal was achieved.

Implications
1

This study was conducted to establish a deftnitiOn of comp4ter literay for

science teachers.,- In 1980;theMinnesota Educationl Computing Consortium

(Anderson, et al.) sug.ilisted -that, the.mijor component of computer literacy was .;

computer awareness. A year later, Luerhmann (1981) argued that programming

should occupy the core of compliter literacy. More recently, Barger (1983)

suggested that'computer literacy include two major components: 1) computer

structure and operation, and 2) computer applications and limitations. As a

step toward conciliation between those who believe that programming is not part
40

of computer literacy and those who believe the opposite, Barger suggested that a

"standard of minimal understanding and ability in programming" (Barger, 1983, p.

ft

16
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112) be added to his two major components, Clearly, th'e seemed no easy way to

resolve the dilemma.; yet a resolution was needed to train tcience teacher to
fS

prepare their students to enter the information. age. No 'headway, could ,be made

on the 'design of a curriculum to teach science teachers how to use the computer'

until the necessary computer literacy competencies could be identified.,,

As a result of this study, the definition of computer Htgracy for science

.-teaching hat been, better clarlified and a prioritized 1 isting'of 63 competencies
,

has been, established: Twenty-four of the 03 competencies were selected as essen-
.

ti al for science teachers; 21 were selected as °secondary competencies for

scienoe teachers; 18-were identified as not necessary fOr science teachers. The

results should be useful to all teacher educators Who wish to design materials

train 'science.teachers in how to use the computer for educattonal purposes.,

There' seems to be little question about the necessity to develop materials to

support training of science teachers in computing. According to Okey (1984, p.

18),

There is immediate need in schools to upgrade 'skills of science
teachers in computing and technology ... this is especially true
in science education where compu rs can'make education more
effective and pr vide experienc s with the of,
comput6rs in scie e.

Recommendations

Ior the future, a Alter of approaches should be pursued:

4

1. Other teacher populations should be surveyed so that competencies can
be determined for subject matter areas other than science" Once
prioritized, these competencies can be used to design modules similar
to those planned for the training of science teachers in PrOject ENLIST
Micros.

2. In 1 ight of the CBAM model and the discrwepancies in ratings between
several groups on some-objectives,' surveys of science teachers who ,are
computer literate and who have beenus,ing computers in their instruc-
tion for several years should be undertaken.- It- researcher's find a
shift in this group of experienced teachers to a higher level of
concern, for example about student learning with computers, it wiSuld
'not only tend to confirm the Ct3AM model, but would give teacher

17,
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educators and snool district staff developer,s guidance in developing
additions to the five basic teacher training !nodules and in designing
appropriate and effective inservice training sessinS.

..,

3. Assess the level of mastery of essential competencies in comput6)-
literacy among current sciencd teachers. .The literature suggests thaLtthis group h_as no.t been train'ed to tuft. computers effectively in,their
classrobnis. -Adequate information on this group is neected in order to'plan effeWve inservice prograTs. Some teachers may need to completeall. five planned modules,.while
two specific module or perhaps should conc r,itr,t,ite., on the supplementarymaterials., 44 i."°' , ' )

....-Explore the. ppssib lity of usin ..thee-five-step procedure of this study
irhother curriculum development rojtcts. 'Curritulum development is-not an armchair activity engaged in by a'single person far relMoved fromthe classroom. Input from classroom 'teachers, experts in the cUrricu-lum *are& under consideration, and school' adminis-trators is needed wheninitial goals and objectives are.being identified and prioritized
Once' this step-hts been accomplished, the design of the curriculum can
commence.

5. Explore multiple modes for 'teacher training materials and activities.
Project ENLIST Micros will employ a writing team that will work with.
project staff, acomputer programmer, artists; and media consultantsiskin
the development of the curriculum modules. Activities will be. selected,to motivate the learners and encourage mastery of the content.
Although this approach follows the successful BSCS model of curriculum'
devejopment, there. is no assurance that approach will be
.completely successful for the development of a teacher training curricu-
lum. .Okey (1984) has suggested that modeling, including the use of
filmed illustrations of teachers successfully incorporating computers
into instruction, wi 11 positively influence teachers' behaviors. Such
a strategy might be particularly important in training science teachers
on the application-,type competencies. However, the final answer awaits-
the implementation and evaluation of the Project ENLIST Micros modulartraining materials. In the meantime, all teacher educators need to
remain open to a variety'of training strategies, while working toward a
refinement into science of what is largely an art form.

SUMMARY

The results of the sikuchrindicate that 24 competencies are essential for
science teachers to use the microcomputer in the classroom. Another 21 compe-

tencies are important and worthincluding in a curriculum to train teachers in
computer literacy; hdwever, they a secondary pridrity. The. high consistency

of rating of the competencies among the teachers, principals, and experts
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ft,

strengt the claim that the. competencies are a valid representation of
computer l i t acy requirements for science teachers. The results. of the factor
analysis further reng;their that becapie the factors derived from the

1

analysis correspond losell. to the factbrs hypothesized prior to the 'study.
The essential competencies, at make, up the factor scales willRrovide a logi cal
framework, for the. r(ext phase of the ENLIST Micros, protect- -the deve)opient of a

4

mastery .test of computer 1 i tel'acy for science teactler,s and the d;velopment of an

independent study curriculum forainflg science teachers' to use the mIcro-

computet in the classrooni.

Science teachers and science teacher trainei-s, wi be more interested in

the competencies not ranked highly than those identified as essential for
science teachers. The essential competencies fall into the expected categories

of Computer Awareness', Application's of microcomputers in Science 'Eduction,

Implementing Microcomputer° in Science Teaching, Selection and Evaluation' of

Software, and Resources for Educational Computing. However, computer program-

ming, the history ofcomputers, and computers And society were rot rated as
essential competencies.

The secondary competencies may be included as optional enrichment and

remediation learn irfg opportunities. The decision to make those opportunities
available is _consistent with the Concerns BasedAdoption Model that indicates

that teacher training for a new innovation should provide learning opportunities
ge'ared to a variety of concerns appropriate to the teacher's tate of
involvement in the innovation. The core instruction is geared toward teachers
who have never used educational computers; 80% have indicated they have never

used microcomputers in instruction (NEA, 19 81). Such an approach will ensure
,,.. 4!

that a basielevel of competence is aChieved by all science teachers who use the',

L4



core maters d that additional materials wi)i be avaJlable For those .

;

teachers wfio wish to and the essential competencies.

wl
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Table 1 Characteristics of Respondepts

CHARACTERISTICS EXPERTS T CHERS PRINCIPALS

Credits in Computer Science 10.5
Credits in Science . 34.7
Credits in Mathematics 34.3
Use computers in education 100.0%
Taught teachers to use
microcomputers in education 89.1%

6.6
40.7

19.0

99.2%

22.8%

4.5
18.2
12.5

96.4% .

23.4%

A
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Table 2, escriive Static
Nrcent

rtant or
m

ics/(or Competencies

-1(Pr ncipals

Teachers
Experts

Combined

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

"Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

etencies

86.15
, 3.63 .53

92..$1 .69
97.83 .88

91 i 73 3.38 .73

90:48 3.26 ,68
89.73 3.23 .62
91.30 3.24 .78 .

90.20 , 3.24 .67

90.48 3.44 .79
88.28 3.21 .70

93.33 3.25 .74

89'.72 '3.26 .73

0

90.48 3.24 .80

89.66 3.23 .73

88.89 3.30 .77

89.72 3.25 .75

/-

55. BR the computer as a tool. in

the science classroom.. This
would include. knowledge of
available software and

withp&ipher41 interface
laboratory apparatus for direct
collection of laboratory data,
simpN data bases for storoge of
laboratory data; graphing
programs'for analysis, and use
of the computer as a DYNAMIC
LACKBOARD or demonstration
apparatus.

15. Demonstrate ways to integrate
the use of computer-related
materials with non computer
materials, including textbooks.

2. Describe appropriate uses for
computers in teaching science
such as:
* computer assisted instruction

(simulation, tutorial, drill
and practice)

* computer managed instruction
* computer based instrumentation
* computer assisted testing
* problem solving
* word proces-ting

* materials generation and
management

* information utilization

25. Respond appropriately to common
error messages when using
software.

24



Table 2 Descriptive Stat,,Wcs for Competencies (Continued)
P-ercent.

ImRortant or
Group Vent Tmortot ilen S. D..

Principals 95.31 3.22 , .76 4.
Teachers .85.62 3.15 .71-

Eperts 84.78 3.45 .59

Combined 87.89 5.24\ .70

Principals 85.94 3.33 .83 '24.
Teachers 88.28 3.28 .70
Experts 88.89 3.20 .80

Combind 87.,80 3.27 .75

Principals 85.94 3.28 .67 34.
Teachers 86.90 3.20 .85
Experts 88.37 3.17 .75

Combined 86.90 3.20 .80

Principals 84:13 \-3.24 .64 10.
Teachers 86.99 3.22 .82 .

Experts 89.13 3.06 .67

Combfned 86.67 3.18 .75

Principals 85.71 3.48 .66 *12.
'Teachers 82.88 3.10 .72
Experts 95.65 3.11 .63

Com4110d 85.88 3.17 .70

Principals 96.83 2.89 .85 43.
Teachers" 84.93 3.16 .77
Experts 71..74 3.29 .63

Combined 85.49 3.14. .76

Convetensv

Use computer courseware to
individualize instructiOn and to
.increase student learning.

Load and run a variety.of
computer software packages.

Understand thorou9hly that a
computer only does what the
program instructs it to do.

Assist in the selection, acerwisi-
tion, and use of computers in a

science department.

.1

Plan fort effective, pre- and

post-computer interaction
activities foriGtudentS (for
example, debriefing after a
science simulation).

Plan appropriate scheduling of
student computer activities.

25
ti
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Table 2 Descriptilo Statistics for Competencies (Contilied)

Percent
Important or

I I lilt t t
Principals- ,93.7.5 3.28 .83
Teachers 79.45 3-,03 .80
Experts 86.96 3.33 ,.59..

Combined 84.38 3.15 .77

Principals 93.65 3.02 .92
Teachers 82.88 3:04 .79
Experts 75.56 3.32 .99

Combined 84.22 3.11 .78

Principals 82.54 3.23 .80
Teachers 82288 3.10 .79
Experts 86.36 3.13 .81

Combined 83.40 3:13 .79

Principals 83.08 3.09 .67
4.1.achers 80.69 2.95 .73
Experts 82.22 3.00 .64

Combined 81.57 2.99 .70

Principals 76.56 3.28 .54
Teachers 79.17 2.99 .74
Experts 95.65 2.86 .66

Combined 81.50 3.01 .70

V' 1

'Li!.

.3. Apply and evaluate:the general
capabilities of the computer as
a tool for instruction.

1.

, 8. ,Plnmetriodsto integrate com-
yuter awareness and literacy
into, the existing crirricgjum.

17. -Display satisfaction and confi-
dence in his/her use of
computers.

22. Locate commercial and public
domain-software for a specific
topic and application.

*52. Respond appropriately to changes
in curriculumand teaching
methodology caused by new techno-:

, logical deWopments.
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Table 2 Descriptive Statistics for Compe encies (ContinuedY
Percent
Important or

I urtitt
0

Principals 84.13 2.93 .65 19.
Teachers 79.86 2.t .73
Experts 80.00 3.0r ..81

=Combined - 80.95 2.98 .74 ,,,

Principals 83.Q8
Teachers 75.00
^Experts 93.33

Combined 80.31

Principals 76.92
Teachers 77.78
Experts 84.09

Combined 78.66

Principals 82.81
Teachers 73.97
Experts 84.09

Combined 77.95

Principals 85.48
Teachers 70.55
Experts 91.11

Combined 77.87

O

(1

3.33
2.84
'3.02

2.97

.67

.87

.74

.82

2.93 .59
2..88 .82°

2.91 .79

2.90 .77

3.09 .64

2.81 .76

2.97 .89

2.90 .78

3.38 .65

2.88 .88

3.21 . .79

'1.05 .84

t

Value the beQefi.ts Of:cOMputeri-
zation in' edgcation and society
for such 'contributions as:
* efficient and effectiVe

information processing
* automation of. routine tasks
* increasingdcommunication.and

availability of information
* improving student ateitude and

productivity.
* improving instructional

opportunities

*21. Locate and use at'least one
evaluative process to appraise
and deteismine the instructional
worth of a variety of computer
software.

37. Demonstrate an awareness of the
major types of applications of
the computer such as inf ation
storage and retrieval, 1a-
tion and modeling., process
control, and decision Maki*
computation and data processing.

39. Communicate effectively about
computers.by understanding and
using appropriate terminology.

*1. Describe the ways the coMputer
can be used to learn about com-.
puters, to learn through
computers, and to learn With
computers.

, .
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Table 2 Descriptive Statistics for Competencies (Continued)
Percent
Important or

t t M

Principals 76.92 3.28 .80 40.
Teachers 74.13 2.92 .85
Experts 83.72 2.95 .78

Combined 76.44/ . 2.99 .83 p

Principals 76.56 2.75 .72 28.
Teachers 78.08 2.95 .79
Experts 70.45 Z. 92 .82

Combined 76.38 2.91 .79

Principals 73.02 3.00 .84 18t
Teachers 76.71 3.10 .86
Experts 75.00 3.06 .86

Combfned 75.49 3.07 ,85

Principals 79.03 2.61 .88 11.
Teachers /7.711 2.94 .81
Experts 63.04 ' 2.95 .86

Combined, 75.40 2.88 .84

Recognize that an aspect of
problem solving involves- a'
series of logical steps .and that
programming is translating those
steps into instructions fOr the
computf.

Demonstrate an awareness of
computer usage and assistance
in fields such as:
* health
* science
* engineering
* education
* buVness and industry
* transporitation

* communications
* military

Voluntarily choose to use the
comp'u t'e for. educational
,purpose.

Demonstrate appropriate uses of
computer technology for basic
skills instruction.
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-Table 2 lescristive Statistics for Competencies (Continued)
ercent

Important or
Groep Very I_._mDQrt, Mean S.D, Comae encv_,_

Secarndary Competencies

Principals 76.56 3.00 .75 46.
Teachers 72,41 2.74 .96
Experts 77 27 2.86 .89

Combined , 74.31 2.82 .91

Principals 71.43 3.15 ,.52 56.
Teachers 68.97 2.77 .76
Experts 93.48 2.73 .60

Combin0 74.02 .83 .70

Principals 80.00 3.09. .82 45.
Teachers 67.59 2,75 .96
Experts 80.00 -2.85 - .83

Combined 72.94 - 2.84 ''.91

Principals 68.75 2.73 1.07 26.
Teachers 76.03 3.04 .88
Experts 62.22 2.77 .73

Combined 71.76 2.92 .89

Principals . 76.56 2.76 .74 38.
Teachers . 67.81 ,2.67 .81
Experts 62.22 2.86 .81

Combined 69.02 2,73 ,80

Principals 76.92 2.48 .91 27.
Teachersk 68.28 2.78 .87
Experts 52.17 2.80 .85

Combined , 67.58 2.73 .88

Identify, describe, and
demonstrate the function and
operation of various components
of computers and related
peripheral devices (for example,
keyboards, printers, modems,
graphics tabletS, etc.).

Know by example, particularly in
using computers in education,
some types_ of problems that' are
and some general types of
problems ,that are-not currently:
amenable to computer solution.

Assemble or connect computer
systems typically used in
instructional situations.

Make authorized copte-S. of
computer software,

Describe ways computer can
assist in decision making.

a

Descrie the impact that
technological developments have
on various career options.

Pt



Table 2 Des ri tive Statistics 'for Com etencies
ercen

Important or
Group Very. Important. Me Ap

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

67.1k
66.90
63.64

66.40

2.77
2.65
2.70

2.69

Principals 70.77 2.73
Teachers 65.07 2.68
Experts 63.64 2.83

Combined 66..27 2.73

Principals 74.60 2.73
Teachers 61.64 2.64
Experts 68.18 2.81

C.

Cambrned 66.01 , 2.70

P'

Pr4,ncipals 69:'23 2.79
-Teachers 64.58 2.67
Experts 65.12 2.83

Combined 65.87 2.73

4

Principals 66.67 ) : 2.89
- Teachers 62.33 2.58
Experts 73.33 2.67

Combined 65.35 . 2.66/

Principals 66d5 2.47
Teachers 61.38 '2.60
Experts . 55.56 2.71

4

Combined 61.57 1 2.60

5.12.

Continued

Comintencv

.80 44, Use various diagnostic
1.02 strategies to ascertain the
.92 cause of a malfunction and to

determine ff the problem is
.96: relatkd to hardware or software.-

/

.82 53. Define major computer system

.89 , components such as: input,

.99 memory, CPU, control, And
output.

.91

.79 14. Describe appropriate
-.82 instructional arrangements for
.95 computer-based learning

experiences (for example, .

.85 physical arrangements and
groupings).

.94 43. Read, undorstand, and modify
1.08 simple Orograms.
.86

1.00

.65

.86

:70

.79

49. Identify, evaluate, and use a

variety of sources of current
information regarding computer
'uses in education.

.94

.86

.74

.85

23. Locate andIlse a variety of
evaluations,..2LVtware.

30



Table 2 Descilptive Statistics for competencries (Continued)
percent
ImportUt or

Provo jery immlorq S.D. .Competencv

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

-Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined.

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

Principals
Teachers
Exp6rts

Combined

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

4.incjOals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

72.31 2.63 .82
57.34 2.52 .96

- 55.81 '1.89 .79

60.96 1 2.63 .90

50.79 ,

63.01
68.18

60,87

60.00
58.62.
6?.22

59.61

= 64.06
55.86
64.44

'59.45

73.02 '

47,95
71.74-

58.43

54.69
58.04'

60.47

5760

2.71 .69

2.50 .93

2.63 .65

2.55 .98

2.80 .76

2.66 .93

2.44 '.96

2.0 .92

2.76 .83

2.54 .90

2.69 '.77

2.61 .86

2.80 '.75

2.38 .75
2.83 ,.83

2.57 .80.

2.56 .96
2.54 1.02'
2.56 .92

62. Relate the logic of elementary
computer programs to thinking
and problem: solving skills
taught in the regular K-641
curricula.

30. Discuss irresponsible behaviors
that may be associated with

=. computer technology such as

computer crimps, violation of
4 copyright laws, and unauthorized

use of information.

47. Evaluate various hardware
configurations that mfght be
used in instructional applita-
tions, based on software availa-
bility and instructional
requirements.

33. Describe factors limiting .the
successful use of computers for
educational purpose such as:

quality of software, quantity of
software, cost, hardware
limitations, and human factors.

*6. Describe unique ohoracteristics
of computers thatcan facilitate
learning (for example,
non-threatening feedback,

:' learner control, adaptability,
A,.

and accessibility).

I

61. Determine whether they haves
written &reasonably efficient
and well-Organized program.

4
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Table

1

Oescri tive Statistics for Com
ereen

Important or
_ r fl I I t

Principals
Teachers
Experts

P

Combined

74.60
52.05
47.73

56.92

2.39
2.45'
2.8.7

2.55

.87

1.00
, .77

.94

Principals. 53.13 2.64' .77
Teachers 57.53 , 2.54 .91
Experts 60.00 2.53 .99

Combined 58.86 2.56 ,91

Mw

Princjpals 52.13 2.70 1.08
Teachers 55.94 2.48 * 1.19
Experts 60.47 2.58 .89

Combined .56.00 2,54

etencies (Continued)

I I "
Define the .eleMents of .a
district plan for computer-based
instruction, and define the role
of the individual instructor'in
supporting that plan.

29. Discuss some of the positive,and
negative consequences of A la I.

computer us-e in today's society.
*For example:

* machine dependence 4, machine
indepOidence

* de-perspnalization vs.
personalization -

* increase vs. decrease in job
availability

42.. Use a high-level language such
as BASIC, Pascal, Logo, or Pilot
to head and write simple

pp.programs that work correctlcorrectly

32
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Table 2 Descri tive Statistics for Competencips (Continued)
ercen

Important or
r

Low-Rated Competencies

principals
Teachers 44
Experts (

Combined

52'31
.63.10

55.56

5.3.33

2.49
2.48
2.38

2.46

Principals 43.08 2.11
Teachers 5 25 2.19
,Experts 52.17 2.38

Combined 52.16 2.22

Principals 53.97 2.32 .

Teachers .55.17 2.39
Experts 38.64 2.46

Combined 51.98 2.40

Principals 59.38 2.59
Teachers 44.52 2.33
Experts 58.70 2.55

Combined 50.78 2,43 1

Principals 56.25 2.45
Teachers 47.95 2.41
Experts 50.00 2.44

Combined 50.39 2.43

Principals 62'.50 2.67,,
Teachers 41.78 2.24
Experts, 60.00 2.59

Combined 50,20 2,40

.67 32. Use and teach the unique

.95 nomenclature of computing.
:95

.93

1

4

.97 60, Assist students in making
1.03 infotmed decisions about
;93 choosing careers in digital

electronics.
1.00

.83 36. Demonstrate an awareness of the

.95 different programming languages

.82 suitable for science, business;
industrial, and educational.

.90 applications.

.91. 7. Describe a computer-based

.87. instructional system as .a group

.75 of components including A
r

software, documentation,A hardware, facilities, training;
management, and evaluation
procedures.

.82 35. List some.of the characteristics

.85 that enable computers to be

.85 effective at information-
. processing tasks that requite

. 84 speed, accuracy, and repetition.

. 77 Discuss the effects of computer

.82 use on stvdent learning, based

.87 on current research `findings.

.85

348
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Table 2 OescriStive Stltistics for Competencies (Continued)
Percent
Important or Ir

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

Principals
TeAche
Experts

Combined

Principals
'Teachers
Experts

Combined

Principals
Teachers
Experts

`Combined

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

49.21
42.36
53.33

46.03

2.49
2.25

'2.53

2.33

.69

.85

.71

51.

50.00 2.11 .97 59.
43.06. 2.19 1.03
41.30 2.38 .93

44.49 2.22 1,00

57.14 2,20 .94 16.
39.04 28 .88
40.00 .86

43.70 2.32 .89

43.75 2.53 .91 41.
35.42 2.16 .91
55.81 2.31 ,77

41.04 2.20 .88

31.75 2.49 &.87 31.
41.78 2.25 .92
48.89 2.25 .74',

40.55 2.29 .87

40A32 1.53 1.10 *54.
38.46 2.12 1.08
18.60 2.24 .95

35.48 2.05 .1.08

t

Demonstrate an awareness Of
state-of-the-art developments
technology and their potential
applications to education.

Write elementary graphics
programs and describe how t4y
can be used.

Describe possible effects that
Computer uses in instruction
might have. on the existing
'structure of schools.

Demonstrate an awareness of
computer systems'such as ..-

authoring languages and utility
programs used for the
development of computer-based
curriculum materials.

Discuss issues regarding equity
of 'access to computer esources.

Describe and give examples of
binary and simple logic
statements.

tr



Table 2 Descriptive Statistics for Competencies (Continued)
Percent
Important or

Principals 30.77
Teachers 39.44
Experts, 28.26

Combined 35.18

1.89 1.06
2.12 E.- .99

2.05 .91

2.06 .98

63. Demonstrate skill in
instructional design of
courseware.

Principals
Teachers
Experts

Combined

35,38
32.64
43.18

35.18

2.18-
2.09
2.18

2.13

Principals 31.75 I 2.22
Teachers 36.55 2.17
Experts 33.33\ 2.08

Combined 34.78 2.15

Principals 40.18. 1.87
Teachers 28.67 1.97
Experts 31.11 2.31

Com 33.73. 2.04

Principals 44.62 2.02
Teachers 27.40 1.91
Experts 31.11 2.23

Combined 32.42 2.01

Principals 18.46 2.18
Teachers 25.52 1.95
Experts 37.78 1.72

Combined 25.88 1.93

.97 48. Describe what producers of

.87 instructional materials are

.83 doing to integrate computers
with other electronic and print

.88 media.
0

.67 50. Summarize"future projections and

.87 trends in. computer technology.

.87

,83

1.04 58. Illustrate data flow by simple
.94 devices such ,as logic boards.
.91

.96

(

.84 57. Discuss at the level of an

.97 intelligent layperson the
1.00 history of computing,

particularly as it relates to
.96 education.

.89 20. Describe *how a computer gets

.93 instructions from courseware

. 88 . wri4ten in a programming
language.

. 92

*
< .01

Sources (Texa§ Education Agency: 1983, Dershem and Whittle, 1980; Taylor,
Poirot, and Powell; 1980;,, Baker 1982; Phillipp, et al., 1982)
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Table 3 Factors for Essential Computer Literacy Competencies

Percent Important Factor

Factor 1: Computer Awareness

78.7 .68 37. Demonstrate an awareness of the major
types of applications of the computer'
such as information storage and
retrieval, simulation and modeling,
process control and decision making,
computation and data processing.

78.0 .62 39. Communicate effectively about
computers by understanding and using
appropriate terminology.

76.5 .57 40. Recognize that an aspect of problem
solving involves a series of logical
steps and that programming is

4 translating those steps into
instructions for the computer.

86.9 .50 34. Understand thoroughly that a computer
only does what the program instructs
it to do.

76. 4

81.5 .42

28. Demonstrate an awareness of computer
usage and assistance in fields such
as:

* health
* science
4 engineering
* education
* business and industry
* transportation

communications
* military

52. Respond appropriately to changes in
curriculum and teaching methodology
caused by new technological
developments..

of
36

.
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Table"3 (Continued)

Percent Important
or ytry kniport#nt

Factor

LoWno

Factor 2:

89. 7 .76

77:9 .61

84.4 .31

81.0 .30

Computers in Education

Competency

4

2. Describe appropriate, uses for
computers in teaching science such as:
* computer assisted instruction

(simulation, tutorial, drill and
practice)

* computer managed instruction
.

* computer based instrumentation
* computer assisted testing
* problem solving
* word processing
* materials generation and management
* information utilization

1 Describe the ways th.e computer can be
used ..to Yearn about computers,--to

learn through computers, and to learn
with computers.

3. Apply and evaluate thej6eneral
capabilities of the cdinputer as a tool
for instruction.

19. Value the benefits of cop uterizaton
in education and society or such
contributions as:
* efficient and effective information

processing
* automation of routine tasks
* increasing communication and

availability of information
* improving student attitude and

produCtivity
* improving instructional

opportunities



4

Table 3 (Continued)

Percent Important
r

Factor
st!ill I .t1

,-r

Factor 3: Computers in Curriculum and Instruction

84.3 .51 8. Plan methods to irktegrate computer
awareness and literacy into the',
existing curriculum.

(

90.2 . .43 15. Demonstrate ways to integrate the use
of computer-relattd materWs with
non-computpr materials, including
textbooks.

(n

85.5 .41 13. Plan appropriate scheduling of student
computer activities.

81.5 .39 52: Respond appropriately to\changes in
. cOrriculupi and teaching methodology

caused by new technological
developments.

Factor 4: Selection and Evaluation of Software

81.6 .68 22. Locate commercial and public domain
software for a specific topic and
application.

80.3 .57 21. Locate and use at least one evaluative
process to appraise and deter-Mine the
instructional worth of a variety of
computer software.



Table 3 (Continued

Percent Important Factor
Very

r -"Wig
Factor-5: Attitodes about computers in Education

75.5 .59 18. Voluntarily choose to use the computer
for educational purpose.

83.4 17. Display satisfaction and confidence in
his/her use of computers.

81.0 .44 19. Value the benefits of computerization
in -education and society for su &h
contributions as:
* efficient and effective infbrmation

processing
* automation of routine tasks
* increasing communication and

availability of information
* improving student attitude and

productivity-
* improving instructional

opportunities

Factor 6: Computer Use

89.7 .70 25. Respoqd appropriately to common error
messages when using software.

87.8 .59 24. LdOd and run a 'variety of computer
software packages.

Factor 7: Special Application of Computers in Education

87.9 .57 4. Use computer courseware to
individualize instruction and to
increase student learning.

75.4 .42 11. Demonstrate_approprlate_uses of
computer technology for basic skills
instruction.

3
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'fable 3 (Continued)

Percent Important
r m

Factor

Factor 8: -Teaching Skills

85.9 .60 12, Plan for effective pre- and

post-computer Interaction activities
for students (for ex3ample, debriefing
after a science simulation) .

Low-Loading Items Not Assighed to Factors

91.1

t

86.1

<.3 55. Use *the computer as a tool, in the
science classroom.. This would include
knowledge of available software and
peripherals interfaced with laboratbril
apparatus for direct collection of
laboratory data, simple data bases for
storage of laboratory datzt, and use of
the comvuter as a DYNAMIC BLACKBOARD
or demon'stration apparatus,.

<,3 10.4 gsist in the selection, acquisition,
and use of compliters in a science
department.

40
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